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QUESTION 1

Which option allows an organization an easy way to ingest Marketing Cloud subscriber profile attributes into Data Cloud
on a daily basis? 

A. Marketing Cloud Connect API 

B. Email Studio Starter Data Bundle 

C. Profile attributes are not yet supported 

D. Automation Studio and Profile API 

Correct Answer: D 

This option allows an organization an easy way to ingest Marketing Cloud subscriber profile attributes into Data Cloud
on a daily basis. You can use Automation Studio to export profile attributes to a data extension and use the Profile API
to 

send them to Data Cloud. 

References: 

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.c360_a_data_cloud_marketing_cloud_data _foundation.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 2

Which data stream category should be assigned to use the data for time-based operations in segmentation and
calculated insights? 

A. Transaction 

B. Individual 

C. Sales Order 

D. Engagement 

Correct Answer: A 

The transaction data stream category should be assigned to use the data for time-based operations in segmentation
and calculated insights. This category indicates that the data stream contains events that occur at a specific point in
time 

and have a duration. 

References: 

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.c360_a_data_cloud_data_stream_category.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which two statements about Data Cloud\\'s Web and Mobile App connector are true? 

A. Any Data Streams associated with Web or Mobile connector app will be automatically deleted upon deleting the app
from Data Cloud Setup 

B. Data Cloud administrators can see the status of a Web or Mobile connector app on the app details page 

C. Tenant Specific Endpoint is auto-generated in Data Cloud when setting up a Mobile or Web app connection 

D. Mobile and Web SDK schema can be updated to delete an existing field 

Correct Answer: BC 

The app details page shows the status of the app, such as active, inactive, or error. The tenant specific endpoint is a
unique URL that is generated for each app and used to send data to Data Cloud from the web or mobile SDK. 

References: 

https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView?id=sf.c360_a_web_mobile_app_connector.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 4

A segment fails to refresh with the error "Segment references too many Data Lake Objects (DLOs)". What are two
remedies for this issue? 

A. Space out the segment schedules to reduce Data Lake Object load 

B. Refine segmentation criteria to limit up to 5 custom DMOs 

C. Split the segment into smaller segments 

D. Use Calculated Insights in order to reduce the complexity of the segmentation query 

Correct Answer: AC 

These two remedies can help resolve the error "Segment references too many Data Lake Objects (DLOs)". Spacing out
the segment schedules can reduce the concurrent load on the Data Lake Objects and improve performance. Splitting
the segment into smaller segments can reduce the number of Data Lake Objects that are referenced by each segment.
References: https://help.salesforce.com/s/articleView? 

 

QUESTION 5

What are three benefits of Calculated Insights over Segmentation Operators? 

A. Calculated Insights are better suited for non-trivial calculations, such as calculating a Net Promoter Score as a
percentage 

B. Calculated Insights results can be refreshed near real time 

C. Calculated Insights are better suited for single row based operation 

D. Calculated Insights can query engagement data greater than 2 years 
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E. Calculated Insights are better suited for complex queries over multiple objects 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Calculated Insights are predefined and calculated metrics that can help you build segments. Some of the benefits of
Calculated Insights over Segmentation Operators are: 

Calculated Insights are better suited for non-trivial calculations, such as calculating a Net Promoter Score as a
percentage, which would require multiple steps and operators in segmentation. 

Calculated Insights can query engagement data greater than 2 years, while segmentation operators are limited to 2
years of engagement data. Calculated Insights are better suited for complex queries over multiple objects, such as
joining 

data from different sources or aggregating data across different levels. 
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